
The future of fisheries
in European waters

Towards a sustainable future with perspective for our fishermen



Introduction
“We fish in our own backyard, namely the North Sea. We
limit ourselves to fishing for a few days because we
supply fresh fish chilled on ice, i.e. not frozen, so that we
deliver the highest quality. Fish is organic and healthy.
This makes it one of the rare products that has not
grown up in captivity or other artificial conditions and
has had a real life.”

Hendrik Kramer
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Sustainable fisheries

 Regulations (EU, national)

 Total Allowable Catch (TAC) and Quota

 Fishermen are the stewards of the sea

 Fishing the surplus of stocks sustainable harvest

 Farm to Fork strategy

 Ecolabels and fishery certification programs



Masterplan Duurzame Visserij (Masterplan Sustainable Fisheries)

Sustainability through innovations in ships and fishing methods
which result in an ecologically and economically sustainable revenue
model.

 pilot vessel MDV 1 ‘Immanuel’

 hull shape of the ship 20% weight loss

 diesel electric propulsion

 60% fuel and CO2 savings

 energy of the hot water is reused by means of the residual heat
boiler

 Aersmash: eliminates bacteria and fungi in the air increases the
shelf life of fresh products



Concerns of fishermen
 “Industrialization” of the sea

 Offshore wind farms

 Pipelines, cables, etc.

 Shipping routes (cargo, etc.)

 Closed areas

Fishermen ask themselves what will be left for us?



Zooming in: offshore wind farms

A need for sustainable energy, but…

 Environmental effects are unclear

 Pollution from erosions of rotors on wind turbines*
(Norwegian research 2021)

 Offshore wind farms are closed for fishing

 Navigate around wind farmsmore fuel / CO2

*) Source: https://docs.wind-watch.org/Leading-Edge-erosion-and-pollution-from-
wind-turbine-blades_5_july_English.pdf

https://docs.wind-watch.org/Leading-Edge-erosion-and-pollution-from-wind-turbine-blades_5_july_English.pdf


North Sea in 2000

Map of the North Sea in the
year 2000



North Sea in 2010

Map of the North Sea in the
year 2010

- Natura 2000 areas

- First offshore windfarms



North Sea in 2020

Map of the North Sea in the
year 2020

- Natura 2000 areas

- More offshore windfarms

- Closed areas



North Sea in 2030

Map of the North Sea in the
year 2030

- Natura 2000 areas

- Offshore windfarms 

- Closed areas expanded



The future of fisheries

 Spatial planning of the seas

 Regulations

 Efficiency vs. Authenticity

 Economic vs. Ecological



Questions?

Thank you for your attention


